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at the 2011 spike video game awards, crystal dynamics announced that tomb raider would be the first game in the series to feature a proper story, which was released in june 2012. [43] the game was also the first to feature the eponymous "choose your own adventure" style of gameplay. [44] with the success of the reboot, crystal
dynamics planned to make tomb raider the new franchise for the series. [45] in the summer of 2012, crystal dynamics announced the release date for the game in japan, the middle east and asia at september 2013. [46] tomb raider 2013 is the first game in the series that marks the return of a modern tomb raider game, both in terms
of gameplay and in terms of the development team. for the first time since tomb raider 2, the story will be told from the perspective of the protagonist. since lara croft has the ability to see the world from other people's point of view, she can change the course of events in the game. the game focuses more on the story and less on the
action-oriented elements of previous games. this is reflected in the game's appearance and gameplay, and the story is told by the in-game narrator, clancy. the game's gameplay has received criticism from some journalists, who have called it "broken" and "clumsy", and have criticized the game's tendency to rely on quick-time events.

the game's executive producer, ron rosenberg, said that the "quick-time events" were not intended to be a gimmick, but instead, "to make the game more dynamic and to give [players] a better sense of how they can effect the outcome of the story." [11]
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at the beginning of 2013, tomb raider and lara's definitive collector's bundle (the detective tombs and the 3d legend expansion) was bundled together, which was re-released on xbox
one on 22 october 2015, as the 20 year celebration. the playstation 4 version of the game was released on 10 november 2015, and on 28 january 2016 for the microsoft windows. [59]
tomb raider is available for xbox one and xbox 360, and for microsoft windows. the playstation 4 version is the 20 year celebration. this includes all of the earlier released dlc. square

enix's fiscal results for the year ended march 31, 2014 were affected by the lack of sales of the playstation 3 version of tomb raider: definitive edition as well as due to increased costs
associated with working on the tomb raider: legend series. [123] [124] [125] on 6 march 2014, crystal dynamics announced that the development of tomb raider had been extended

to 2015. [125] in a keynote address at the develop: brighton conference, phil rogers confirmed that the game would be on platforms other than xbox 360 and playstation 3, but
refused to confirm which platforms. [126] [127] following rumors on 3 april 2014 that the game's platforms would be playstation 4, xbox one and playstation 3, on 15 april 2014, phil

rogers announced that the development of tomb raider had been extended to be on platforms other than xbox 360 and playstation 3. on march 2014 crystal dynamics announced that
the game development for a total of 2015. [125] the initial version of the game will be released for the xbox 360 and playstation 3. [125] on 22 august 2013, crystal dynamics ltd.'s
studio head phil rogers made the first official announcement of the next tomb raider title, [125] saying tomb raider is a reboot, using the next-gen engine with an all-new [lara croft]
origin. [126] [125] on 6 march 2014, crystal dynamics ltd.'s studio head phil rogers announced the dates for the next tomb raider game, [125] [126] [125] and confirmed the game's

platforms were playstation 4, xbox one and playstation 3. [127] 5ec8ef588b
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